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Alisa van de Haar sheds new light on the debates regarding the form and status
of the vernacular in the early modern Low Countries, where both French and
Dutch were spoken as local tongues.
This edited collection offers the latest scholarship on book catalogues in early
modern Europe. Contributors discuss the role that these catalogues played in
bookselling and book auctions, as well as in guiding the tastes of book collectors.
RE-RELEASE: 2ND EDITION The Religio Romana Handbook: A Guide for the
Modern Practitioner, 2nd Edition, is the first volume in the series, “The Modern
Roman Living Series,” by Lucius Vitellius Triarius. It is a guide for the practitioner
of the cultus deorum Romanum, the ancient Roman religious system as practiced
in the modern time. Not a congregational religion, the cultus deorum Romanum is
a religious system based on individual practices, household and ancestor
worship, and religion of the state. This work is a compilation of writings, articles,
opinions and beliefs from many practitioners of the Religio Romana in Nova
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Roma, the global Roman Reconstruction effort in our modern age. It has been
compiled to assist those interested in learning more about the cultus deorum
Romanum and related Roman culture, both ancient and modern, and has been
designed to be of practical use by the religio practitioner and reference guide for
the non-practitioner. Unlike the ancient Greek belief system, the ancient Romans
believed that achieving peace and harmony in society required maintaining a
positive relationship with the gods and goddesses by all to achieve that
equilibrium, as the gods and goddesses walked among us daily. Each person
was responsible for doing their part, whatever that part was. If you are new to the
religion or a seasoned practitioner, this handbook provides you with detailed
information on most aspects of the religio on how you can begin participating the
global movement to bring much needed sense and balance to our modern world.
The book is comprised of updates of the original 1st Edition sections, plus NEW
chapters, which include: Introduction to Roman Religion - NEW! Monotheism vs.
Polytheism - NEW! Declaration of Roman Religion On Roman Reconstruction UPDATED! Religion of the Home - UPDATED! Worshipping the Gods at Home UPDATED! Your First Prayer to the Gods - UPDATED! Ancestral and Household
Worship - UPDATED! Daily Rituals - UPDATED! Kalends Ritual - UPDATED!
Nones Ritual - UPDATED! Ides Ritual - UPDATED! Other Rituals - NEW! On
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Domestic Roman Sacrifice - UPDATED! Posture and Gesture in Roman Prayer UPDATED! Foreign Cults in Ancient Rome - UPDATED! Gods and Goddesses of
Rome - UPDATED! Roman Festivals and Ludi (Games) - UPDATED! Roman
Beliefs about the Afterlife - UPDATED! The Roman Virtues - NEW! Glossary of
Roman Religious Terms - UPDATED! This work gives you insight on “repairing”
your household and family, which are the foundation stones of all society. It
brings new insights from old perspectives, which actually worked for centuries, to
the modern view of “family” and its relationship to the hearth. The hearth is the
heart of the family life. To keep the fire alive on the hearth is the bounden duty of
the family gods. We of the modern world have lost altogether those conception
that made "hearth' and "altar" sacred words. Domestic religion sanctified
domestic life. In these days of matches and electricity the smoldering brand of
the hearth and their gods has lost its usefulness and, therefore, its
sacredness....Our modern improvements have improved these lovely gods out of
existence. The men and women of that world would laugh our gods to corn and
think of them with pity, — gods shut up in churches, having nothing to do but to
listen to the droning of prayers and the confessions of sins; gods who pass their
dreary existence away from the warmth of the hearth, the smell of the cooking,
the chatter of the maids and the stir of the family life!
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The purpose of this volume is to investigate the crucial role played by the return
of knowledge of Greek in the transformation of European culture, both through
the translation of texts, and through the direct study of the language. It aims to
collect and organize in one database all the digitalised versions of the first
editions of Greek grammars, lexica and school texts available in Europe in the
14th and 15th centuries, between two crucial dates: the start of Chrysoloras’s
teaching in Florence (c. 1397) and the end of the activity of Aldo Manuzio and
Andrea Asolano in Venice (c. 1529). This is the first step in a major investigation
into the knowledge of Greek and its dissemination in Western Europe: the
selection of the texts and the first milestones in teaching methods were put
together in that period, through the work of scholars like Chrysoloras, Guarino
and many others. A remarkable role was played also by the men involved in the
Council of Ferrara (1438-39), where there was a large circulation of Greek books
and ideas. About ten years later, Giovanni Tortelli, together with Pope Nicholas
V, took the first steps in founding the Vatican Library. Research into the return of
the knowledge of Greek to Western Europe has suffered for a long time from the
lack of intersection of skills and fields of research: to fully understand this
phenomenon, one has to go back a very long way through the tradition of the
texts and their reception in contexts as different as the Middle Ages and the
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beginning of Renaissance humanism. However, over the past thirty years,
scholars have demonstrated the crucial role played by the return of knowledge of
Greek in the transformation of European culture, both through the translation of
texts, and through the direct study of the language. In addition, the actual
translations from Greek into Latin remain poorly studied and a clear
understanding of the intellectual and cultural contexts that produced them is
lacking. In the Middle Ages the knowledge of Greek was limited to isolated areas
that had no reciprocal links. As had happened to many Latin authors, all Greek
literature was rather neglected, perhaps because a number of philosophical texts
had already been available in translation from the seventh century AD, or
because of a sense of mistrust, due to their ethnic and religious differences.
Between the 12th and 14th century AD, a change is perceptible: the sharp
decrease in Greek texts and knowledge in the South of Italy, once a referencepoint for this kind of study, was perhaps an important reason prompting Italian
humanists to go and study Greek in Constantinople. Over the past thirty years it
has become evident to scholars that humanism, through the re-appreciation of
classical antiquity, created a bridge to the modern era, which also includes the
Middle Ages. The criticism by the humanists of medieval authors did not prevent
them from using a number of tools that the Middle Ages had developed or
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synthesized: glossaries, epitomes, dictionaries, encyclopaedias, translations,
commentaries. At present one thing that is missing, however, is a systematic
study of the tools used for the study of Greek between the 15th and 16th century;
this is truly important, because, in the following centuries, Greek culture provided
the basis of European thought in all the most important fields of knowledge. This
volume seeks to supply that gap.
La figura di Antonio Minturno oggi, grazie anche al consolidamento di alcune
certezze in fatto di lingua e poetica, si è delineata ormai come centrale nel
panorama del petrarchismo di medio e fine Cinquecento italiano e spagnolo;
l’indubbia influenza esercitata su Torquato Tasso prima e Marino dopo (per
tacere della sua presenza teorica in ambito musicale per tutto il Barocco), ci
permette oggi di spostarlo tra quei “Maggiori” della letteratura italiana che hanno
influenzato con la propria opera non solo la poesia, ma anche la generale
formazione estetica degli autori nelle diverse discipline, dalla poesia alla musica.
This volume offers a wide-ranging overview of the 16th-18th century disputation
culture in various European regions. Its focus is on printed disputations as a
polyvalent media form which brings together many of the elements that
contributed to the cultural and scientific changes during the early modern period.
Een echtpaar verhuist naar een oud, geheimzinnig huis dat veel geheimen
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verbergt.
Written by an international team of acknowledged experts, this excellent book
studies a wide range of contributions and showcases new research on the
archaeology, ritual and history of Greek mystery cults. With a lack of written
evidence that exists for the mysteries, archaeology has proved central to
explaining their significance and this volume is key to understanding a
phenomenon central to Greek religion and society.
This volume assembles 50 contributions presented at the XVII International
Colloquium on Latin Linguistics. They embrace essential topics of Latin linguistics
with different theoretical and methodological approaches: phonetics, syntax,
etymology and semantics, pragmatics and textual analysis. It is a useful resource
for the study of comparative and general linguistics, not only for linguists but also
for scholars of classical philology.
Devotion to religion was the distinguishing characteristic of the Etruscan people,
the most powerful civilization of Italy in the Archaic period. From a very early
date, Etruscan religion spread its influence into Roman society, especially with
the practice of divination. The Etruscan priest Spurinna, to give a well-known
example, warned Caesar to beware the Ides of March. Yet despite the
importance of religion in Etruscan life, there are relatively few modern
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comprehensive studies of Etruscan religion, and none in English. This volume
seeks to fill that deficiency by bringing together essays by leading scholars that
collectively provide a state-of-the-art overview of religion in ancient Etruria. The
eight essays in this book cover all of the most important topics in Etruscan
religion, including the Etruscan pantheon and the roles of the gods, the roles of
priests and divinatory practices, votive rituals, liturgical literature, sacred spaces
and temples, and burial and the afterlife. In addition to the essays, the book
contains valuable supporting materials, including the first English translation of an
Etruscan Brontoscopic Calendar (which guided priests in making divinations),
Greek and Latin sources about Etruscan religion (in the original language and
English translation), and a glossary. Nearly 150 black and white photographs and
drawings illustrate surviving Etruscan artifacts and inscriptions, as well as temple
floor plans and reconstructions.
‘Rewriting’ is one of the most crucial but at the same time one of the most elusive concepts of
literary scholarship. In order to contribute to a further reassessment of such a notion, this
volume investigates a wide range of medieval and early modern literary transformations,
especially focusing on texts (and contexts) of Italian and French Renaissance literature. The
first section of the book, "Rewriting", gathers essays which examine medieval and early
modern rewritings while also pointing out the theoretical implications raised by such texts. The
second part, "Rewritings in Early Modern Literature", collects contributions which account for
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different practices
of rewriting
in the Italian and French Renaissance, for instance by analysing
dynamics of repetition and duplication, verbatim reproduction and free reworking, textual
production and authorial self-fashioning, alterity and identity, replication and multiplication. The
volume strives at shedding light on the complexity of the relationship between early modern
and ancient literature, perfectly summed up in the motto written by Pietro Aretino in a letter to
his friend the painter Giulio Romano in 1542: "Essere modernamente antichi e anticamente
moderni".
The chapters in this volume share an aim to historicize the role of the translator as a cultural
and political agent in the early modern West.
Inhis utopian novel Hiera Anagraphe (Sacred History)Euhemerus of Messene (ca. 300 B.C.)
describes his travel to the island Panchaia in the Indian Ocean where he discovered an
inscribed stele in the temple of Zeus Triphylius. It turned out that the Olympian gods (Uranos,
Kronos, Zeus) were deified kings. The travels of Zeus allowed to describe peoples and places
all over the world. Winiarczyk investigates the sources of the theological views of Euhemerus.
Heproves that Euhemerus’ religious views were rooted in old Greek tradition (the worship of
heroes, gods as founders of their own cult, tombs of gods, euergetism, rationalistic
interpretation of myths, the explanations of the origin of religion by the sophists, the ruler cult).
The description of the Panchaian society is intended to suggest an archaic and closed culture,
in which the stele recording res gestae of the deified kings might have been preserved. The
translation of Ennius’ Euhemerus sive Sacra historia (ca. 200 - ca. 194) is a free prose
rendering, which Lactantius knew only indirectly. The book is concluded by a short history of
Euhemerism in the pagan, Christian and Jewish literature.
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How did RomanOnline
family relationships
differ from our own? What metaphors did the Romans use
to express abstractions such as time? What can we learn from the cultural symbols of their
religion and literature? In Anthropology and Roman Culture, Maurizio Bettini employs the
methods of structural anthropology to examine a series of social, ethical, and religious issues
characteristic of Roman culture in the classical period. Bettini begins by examining the system
of kinship within the extended Roman family. He shows how the "stern" Roman father and
"indulgent" Roman mother had their exact counterparts elsewhere in the family: the harsh
"father's brother" (patruus) and the tolerant "mother's brother" (avunculus). He discusses the
complex Roman spatial conception of time (in which the future, for instance, could be said to
lie "behind" as well as "ahead" of us), applying his findings in an analysis of Roman literature
and culture. And he examines the cultural symbolism of the bee, the butterfly, and the bat, all
of which served to represent the survival of the human soul after death. Recent classical
scholarship has seen the successful application of an anthropological approach to Greek
studies. Maurizio Bettini has shown the ways in which this practice can benefit Roman studies
as well. Drawing on a wide range of literary and documentary sources, Anthropology and
Roman Culture is now available for the first time in English translation.
This history of Latin literature offers a comprehensive survey of the 1000 year period from the
origins of Latin as a written language to the early Middle Ages. It offers a wide-ranging
panorama of all major Latin authors.

"The Apologia and Florida of Apuleius of Madaura" by Apuleius (translated by Harold
Edgeworth Butler). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and
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books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce
eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
"The first comprehensive history of courtliness and chivalry in their literary and cultural
contexts."--Robert Grudin, University of Oregon "The first comprehensive history of
courtliness and chivalry in their literary and cultural contexts."--Robert Grudin,
University of Oregon
The original idea for a conference on the "shapes of knowledge" dates back over ten
years to conversations with the late Charles Schmitt of the Warburg Institute. What
happened to the classifications of the sciences between the time of the medieval
Studium and that of the French Encyclopedie is a complex and highly abstract question;
but posing it is an effective way of mapping and evaluating long term intellectual
changes, especially those arising from the impact of humanist scholarship, the new
science of the seventeenth century, and attempts to evaluate, to apply, to reconcile,
and to institutionalize these rival and interacting traditions. Yet such patterns and
transformations cannot be well understood from the heights of the general history of
ideas. Within the ~eneral framework of the organization of knowledge the map must be
filled in by particular explorations and soundings, and our project called for a
conference that would combine some encyclopedic (as well as interdisciplinary and
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breadth 1with scholarly and technical depth.
In Episodes, Ian Maclean investigates the ways in which the book trade operated
through book fairs, and interacted with academic institutions, journals and intellectual
life in various European settings (Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and England) in the
long seventeenth century.
This volume on Greek synchronic etymology offers a set of papers evidencing the
cultural significance of etymological commitment in ancient and medieval literature. The
four sections illustrate the variety of approaches of the same object, which for Greek
writers was much more than a technical way of studying language. Contributions focus
on the functions of etymology as they were intended by the authors according to their
own aims. (1) “Philosophical issues” addresses the theory of etymology and its
explanatory power, especially in Plato and in Neoplatonism. (2) “Linguistic issues”
discusses various etymologizing techniques and the status of etymology, which was
criticized and openly rejected by some authors. (3) “Poetical practices of etymology”
investigates the ubiquitous presence of etymological reflections in learned poetry,
whatever the genre, didactic, aetiological or epic. (4) “Etymology and word-plays”
addresses the vexed question of the limit between a mere pun and a real etymological
explanation, which is more than once difficult to establish. The wide range of genres
and authors and the interplay between theoretical reflection and applied practice shows
clearly the importance of etymology in Greek thought.
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Roman plays have
been1well studied individually (even including fragmentary or spurious ones
more recently). However, they have not always been placed into their ‘context’, though plays
(just like items in other literary genres) benefit from being seen in context. This edited
collection aims to address this issue: it includes 33 contributions by an international team of
scholars, discussing single plays or Roman dramatic genres (including comedy, tragedy and
praetexta, from both the Republican and imperial periods) in contexts such as the literary
tradition, the relationship to works in other literary genres, the historical and social situation, the
intellectual background or the later reception. Overall, they offer a rich panorama of the role of
Roman drama or individual plays in Roman society and literary history. The insights gained
thereby will be of relevance to everyone interested in Roman drama or literature more
generally, comparative literature or drama and theatre studies. This contextual approach has
the potential of changing the way in which Roman drama is viewed.
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